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SUMMARY

Executive Summary
Blockchain technologies have changed the outcome of almost every digital
industry and, of course, media and entertainment are no exceptions. Little by
little the process of decentralization, the transfer of control and decision
making from a centralized entity to a distributed network, has proved that it
is here to stay. Everyday, more and more celebrities, entrepreneurs and
artists are getting into this new technology in order to gain more control
over their business and enhance the interactions with their followers without
the intervention of expensive intermediaries.
Vistas Media Capital is a leading business group in the media and entertainment industry. With a staff of over 350 members and a wide portfolio of
companies, Vistas Media Capital offers, among other services, the following
specializations:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Film Production
Film Financing
Animation Studios
Social Media Agency
Events Management
Video and Music Streaming Platforms
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SUMMARY

Backed by Animoca Brands, Arthur Hayes and a great extent of major
celebrities, Vistas Media Capital is quickly transitioning into Web 3.0 with its
first blockchain venture: VistaVerse, the first indian incursion into the Metaverse, in an ecosystem with blending components of virtual land sales, P2E
games, NFT marketplace and curated/branded and user generated content
driven immersive Experiences.
Carried out by a great team with a vast knowledge and the experience of
Vistas Media Capital Group, VistaVerse brings inclusive, relatable and novel
open-world experiences for users and creators.
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INTRODUC TIO N

Introduction
Just like the World Wide Web took by surprise societies in the 90’s and ushered
in a digital boom, India, as many other countries in the globe, is now on the
verge of experiencing another digital revolution with the rise of blockchain
technology. With companies across all sectors quickly adopting blockchain
technology to promote efficiency and development, the internet has started to
become an increasingly decentralized and community-driven space built on
Web 3.0 technologies.

From Web 2.0 to Web 3.0
Web 3.0 represents an advanced iteration of the original Web 1.0 of the 90’s and
early 2000s, whereas Web 2.0 is the current and familiar version of the web that
we use today on a daily basis. On the other hand, Web 3.0 represents its next
stage: decentralized, open, inclusive and of greater utility.
As we lived the transition between Web 1.0 and Web 2.0, we know they are slow
processes and not events that happen from one day to another. Today, in 2022,
we can say that we are on the way to Web 3.0 and this is due to the large
number of projects that are being carried out in relation to this new way of
looking at the Web and also the world.
Web 3.0 is reshaping the world in such a manner that instead of data being
stored in centralized databases, it will be stored on decentralized blockchain
technology that is not controlled by any unified system. Decentralization brings
a new way of interacting with data, empowering users.
Hundreds of projects are taking, right now, their first steps into this technological
revolution with the application of blockchain technologies. Fintech, Gaming,
Media and Entertainment, Real Estate, and communications, to name just a few,
are some of the many sectors converting into Web 3.
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Web 3.0 | Decentralizing Everything
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The Metaverse Concept
“Metaverse” refers to an environment where humans are able to interact socially
and economically as digital representations of themselves through the use of
avatars, through and softwares, in a virtual simulation of the real world, without
any of its physical limitations.
The term “metaverse” is commonly attached to the Gaming and Virtual Lands
space but, in fact, it actually expands above and beyond.
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THE VIST AVERS E

Welcome to VistaVerse!
As mentioned, Web 3.0 has arrived. Yet its adoption will take a slow pace, due to
fear, uncertainty, trust issues as well as future regulations. However, VistaVerse,
India's first metaverse for all, has been designed to address these uncertainties
by providing a safe and relatable environment that helps users navigate the full
potential of Web 3.0 while still being an easy and familiar place to be.
Thanks to VistaVerse's own native currency, $VVio, and the use of Fiat payments,
users will be able to acquire different digital assets within the metaverse and
interact with other players in different ways. From building communities to
creating businesses, members will be able to simulate the same actions taken
place in the real world. They will also have the ability to participate in
play-to-earn games, trade virtual land parcels, collect big celebrities' NFTs and
be part of immersive experiences such as concerts, live-streamed events, art
galleries, etc.
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WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT?

What makes us different?
Our Vision
We are looking to promote Inclusive, Relatable & Novel open-world experiences
for users and creators, while encouraging them to make their own decisions
within the VistaVerse space.

Our Ecosystem
As part of the ecosystem of a well-known company such as Vistas Media
Capital, and with the support of strategic partners like Animoca Brands,
Morpheus Labs, AsiaToken Fund and other notable advisors and investors,
we have assembled a professional and well-balanced team to carry out
the ambitious roadmap we have designed for this project.

Our Team
We have merged two extremely talented teams. Team 2.0, comes from
years of experience and has carried out a large number of successful
projects in the media and entertainment industries.
Team 3.0 is a professional group of talents with experience in blockchain
and Web 3.0, whose skills and knowledge relate and widens the existing
pillars of the company.
This resulted in the formation of a highly qualified and professional team,
trained to carry out Web 3.0 projects with the experience in business and
industry that the team already mastered.
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INDI A FIRST AP P RO ACH

India first approach
VistaVerse is a real-life representation of the Earth within the Metaverse, starting
from the continent of India to later continuing its expansion to the rest of the 52
cities throughout the world globe.
As previously stated, VistaVerse is a web 3.0 project of Vistas Media Capital, a
leading business group of media and entertainment based in Singapore with
access to a large pool of celebrities both in Hollywood and Bollywood as well as
the support of from major brands. In that sense, the decision of starting first with
India will ensure the successfulness of the business model before the global
rollout.
With a population of over 1.3 Billion people, India also has 430 million gamers
and 40% of them spending significant amounts of their income monthly on
games, India is the safest and most secure choice. Today, more than 100 Million
users in India own at least one type of Cryptocurrency. Over the past year, the
growth in the Indian Cryptocurrency market has increased 7 times its volume.
Of course, our roadmap does not end in India. We are committed to positioning
VistaVerse´s presence all over the world, an expansion that will begin once the
major Indian cities have gained strong user traction and engagement.

CryptoCurrency Owners
(5X USA and the highest
in the world).

Share activity on DeFi
Platforms.

Growth in the Indian
CryptoCurrency market
over the last year.
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THE VISTAVERSE ECOSYSTEM

The VistaVerse Ecosystem
VistaVerse is bringing together the best of the Metaverse for both first time users
and crypto natives.
The following scheme reflects the VistaVerse ecosystem. Lands, NFT, Games and
Experiences are the 4 pillars of this metaverse. $VVio is the native token that will
be used within the ecosystem for all types of transactions.

NFT MARKETPLACE

LANDS

VVIO

GAMES
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PLAY 2 EARN GAMES

Play 2 Earn Games
A great part of the gamer community will surely remember the very well-known
criticism of their hobby only being a "waste of time". This perception has gone
out of fashion in recent years, once online gaming became a steady source of
income with the rise of P2E games.
Play2Earn or P2E (play-to-earn) allows players to obtain a great ton of different
in-game assets that can be easily converted into real-life money or physical
goods.
Within VistaVerse, users will be able to enjoy different P2E games as well as $VVio
tokens while playing and interacting with other members of the community.
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PLAY 2 EARN GAMES

THE GAMES
LudoPoly
LudoPoly is Ludo meets Monopoly, an online game based on the famous board
game of the same name, played by more than 100 million people globally.
Originated in India, this traditional board game, typically played on a squareshaped board, represents a war between the participants whose pawns fight to
get into the triangulated home by using dice numbers to move ahead. The core
gameplay includes the trade and the purchase of Cities (cells) which the player
can own and manage.

LadderPoly
Like Ludopoly, LadderPoly is Snakes & Ladders meets Monopoly. Snakes and
Ladders is an ancient South Asian board game. It consists of a 10 X 10 scored
gridded board with snakes and ladders spotted on it. Each cell represents a
city and the player moves through the board by rolling dice. The goal is to
score points until one player reaches the goal. Once any player gets there,
this participant is immediately declared as winner and awarded a prize.

TravelLand
This online game rewards those players who committed themselves to
explore the VistaVerse map. During this journey players will be able to collect
materials, craft objects and exchange them with other users. They will also
be able to buy and sell properties, create communities and build empires.
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VIRTUAL LANDS

Virtual Lands
Context
Real estate values in virtual worlds are skyrocketing these days, and because of
the numerous possibilities that VistaVerse will bring to landowners, there wouldn't
be a reason to think that VistaVerse Lands won’t behave the same way.
VistaVerse’s Virtual Lands are digital lands that can be owned on a metaverse
platform by any user. These spaces are Ethereum-based virtual assets (based on
the ERC-721 standard for non-fungible tokens) representing actual parcels within
the VistaVerse. They enable users to acquire a piece of the Metaverse and also
host different types of content such as NFT galleries, games or other experiences,
or rent them to other users.
All types of in-game transactions inside VistaVerse will be executed using the
$VVio token.
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VIRTUAL LANDS

How to buy lands?
VistaVerse will start selling its available lands in various cities, starting from
Mumbai and Chennai, and setting progressive launches of new lands for sale in
Delhi, Hyderabad, Kolkata, Bangalore, Dubai, and Singapore.
Parcels available for purchase will be shown in green on the map of the virtual
city. By clicking on each parcel, a description will be displayed and different
options, such as “buy”, “offer” and “give away”, will appear. The users must spot
their lands and secure the parcels using Fiat, Crypto or VistaVerse's native token
$VVio.
Thanks to Polygon blockchain technology, ownership data of these digital assets
(the land parcels in the VistaVerse platform) will be secured and guaranteed.
Players will be able to incorporate their Metamask wallets and securely access
the blockchain to buy and exchange their digital assets. Also, IPFS will be used to
ensure that lands won’t be altered without the owner's permission.
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NFT MARKETPLACE

NFTs
Non-fungible tokens (NFTs) are cryptographic assets on the blockchain with
unique serial codes that distinguish them from each other. Digital art,
collectibles, virtual reality goods, crypto domain names and ownership
records for tangible things are all examples of NFTs. They are one-of-a-kind
objects that users can create, collect or trade and that no other person can
own.

Fantico
Fantico.io is India's first curated Celebrity & Fan engagement platform, showcasing exclusive and unique digital collectibles that depict big celebrities as
NFTs.
Within the open marketplace, users will be able to buy and exchange different
NFTs that can be used within VistaVerse. From NFTs that will be useful in P2E
games and curated experiences to NFTs of India's biggest celebrities such as
Kamal Haasan, Jonny Lever, Javed Akhtar among others.
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EXPERIENCES

Experiences
Within VistaVerse, users will be able to access all kinds of different experiences.
Those could be Branded or Curated Experiences and even User Generated Content
experiences.
The Experiences that VistaVerse will offer will range from digital art museums or
concerts to P2E or P2L games. VistaVerse will not have financial or physical barriers
that may complicate the execution and realization of certain events.
Our vision is to make VistaVerse a meeting point where celebrities and brands will
be able to interact with a massive database of fans in unique ways.
$VVio will be the token used in the transactions of all these experiences, from the
simple purchase of tickets for events to complex real estate trading operations. The
value of the native token will increase based on the actual amount of transactions
made by the users in the different experiences that VistaVerse will provide.
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TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW

Technology Overview
VistaVerse is being developed on the Polygon Blockchain with the help of Morpheus
Lab and its seed platform.

Why Polygon?
With its low-cost transactions, high scalability, and simple Ethereum integration,
Polygon is the natural choice to allow users to interact with Web3 and metaverse
in many new ways.

The Morpheus Lab (SEED Platform)
Morpheus Labs provides a BPaaS platform for blockchain applications using
Amazon Web Services (AwS), offering reliability used for high-availability applications. It also provides Virtual Machines that help spin up blockchain nodes and
networks in split seconds using the blockchain Ops Function.

InterPlanetary File System
VistaVerse team is deploying a protocol and peer-to-peer network that enables
data storage and sharing in a distributed ledger system using the IPFS (InterPlanetary File System). IPFS is a decentralized storage platform, which stores the actual
digital assets and ensures that they cannot be changed without the owner's
permission. Furthermore, to ensure that users do not need to own the underlying
Polygon’s native token (Matic), VistaVerse will support meta transactions.

The Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs)
The unique (non-fungible) digital assets of VistaVerse, such as land parcels and
NFTs, will be stored as ERC721 NFT tokens. Multi- class fungible digital assets, such
as in- game items will be stored using ERC1155 NFT tokens. The in-game token,
$VVio, will be a mintable ERC20 fungible token and will be used as the digital
currency to purchase land, P2E Games, NFTs etc., within VistaVerse. Adopting
these standards will enable interoperability with other marketplaces, digital asset
exchanges, and eWallets. In addition, the vistaVerse token, $VVio, can be used for
Staking and DAO (Decentralized Autonomous Organization) Governance.
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Seed
11%

Marketing
9%

Pre-Sale
8.5%

Team

Public Sale

20%

1.4%

Company Reserve

Advisors

15%

5%

Foundation
30.1%

Category

Units

%

Price

Vesting and Cliff

Seed

110,000,000

11%

$0.05

5% On TGE, 3 Months Locked,
Followed By 5% Every Month

Pre- Sale

85,000,000

8.5%

$0.10

10% On TGE, 3 Months Locked,
Followed By 4.5% Every Month

14,285,714

1.4%

$0.14

20% On TGE, 3 Months Locked,
Followed By 5% Every Month

Company Reserve

150,000,000

15%

0% On TGE, 3 Months Locked,
Followed By 5% Every Month

Foundation

301,000,000

30.1%

30% On TGE, 1 Months Locked,
Followed By 3.5% Every Month

Advisors

50,000,000

5%

0% On TGE, 12 Months Locked,
Followed By 5% Every Month

Team

200,000,000

20%

0% On TGE, 12 Months Locked,
Followed By 5% Every Month

Marketing

90,000,000

9%

0% On TGE, 3% On Week 2,
Followed By 3% Every Month

Public Sale
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Definitions
Seed

This portion will be held by the very initial
financiers.

Pre Sale

This portion will be held by the project's
early financiers before the tokens are
released for public sale.

TGE (Token Generation Event)

This portion is allocated for public sale
through IDO and/or IEO. Vesting period &
Cliff applies.

Marketing

This portion will be reserved for marketing,
PR, partnerships, social media outreach,
content building and community events.

WHITEPAPER

Team and Advisors

This portion will be allocated as incentives for
project founders, employees, and advisors.
There will be a graded vesting period with a
12-month lock-up period, starting from the
initiation of circulation. Thereafter that, 5% of
these Tokens are released every month.
Team Tokens will only be given to team
members that have stayed with the project
for more than 12 months.

Foundation

This portion will be used for the growth and
development of the VistaVerse Ecosystem.

Company Reserve

This portion will only be activated for
extraordinary situations.
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TOKEN UTILIZATION

Token Utilization
The entire VistaVerse ecosystem sits on top of the Virtual Lands and the
usage of $VVio is the preferred in-metaverse currency of choice. Any
attractions, experiences, games or interactions within VistaVerse will use
$VVio.

Virtual Land sales – VistaLand
The dynamics for this digital world simulation are intended to properly emulate a vast amount of real-life interactions. Similar to lands in the real world,
there is a limited supply of land parcels available for ownership within each
virtual city.
Of course, thanks to the appreciation of the value of lands within VistaVerse,
we expect an increase of $VVio, allowing savvy owners to benefit from these
fluctuations in price. Virtual Land’s owners will be paid in $VVio. This would
encompass any earnings on the land including rental income, presenting
experiences, showcasing NFT museums and even branded content.
The play-to-earn games of VistaVerse allow landowners to generate income
through their property. The compensation for hosting elements of these
play-to-earn games is in $VVio, increasing its utility. Additional details on
$VVio utilization within the gaming platforms are mentioned below, under the
section P2E Games.
As in any community (real or virtual) the more movement there is and the
more interactions occur, the more goods and services are required. In other
words, the constant increase and growth of the VistaVerse community will
provide a greater value to the $VVio as well.
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TOKEN UTILIZATION

Play-2-earn (P2E) games
Three first three Games will be launched within VistaVerse for the year 2022.
They will cater to an audience that demands familiarity, entertainment, a
safe and secure environment, PG content, and the opportunity to earn while
playing. VistaVerse will introduce Travelland, Ludopoly, and LadderPoly.
$VVio usage will be consistently prompted and applied across all games.
Unlike other options for in-game purchases (e.g., credit card), $VVio makes
such purchases easier while increasing the token utilization and enabling the
projection of real value on intangible assets.
Purchase of in-game and game-enhancing assets such as; skins, virtual
outfits, maps, transcripts, unique items, and more, will be built within all game
mechanics, and reward structures.
For example, In Ludopoly, $VVio is used to buy properties from the bank, pay
rental fees, obtain skins, boost energy, place bets in the coin room, or even
watch a video advertisement.
In-game assets are designed to be transferable to another game within
VistaVerse or other partnered networks, enhancing usage and cross-game
loyalty. The reason behind this is to allow users to truly own their in-game
assets, which can be used between different experiences or tradable on the
NFT Marketplace.

NFT Marketplace, Fantico.io
In order to promote NFT sales on the Marketplace and living up to the
mission of being the Metaverse for all, VistaVerse will present buyers with a
wide selection of payment options from; credit card, ETH, and $VVio.
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TOKEN UTILIZATION

As the most affordable option in the marketplace, $VVio will always be the best
payment option. And for those who want to hold it, the value of $VVio will
increase with its usage. Fantico.io the marketplace, is the default destination for
all NFT showcase and sales of digital assets within the VistaVerse ecosystem, it
will have a massive inventory of over a 100,000 NFTs contributed from Celebrity
NFTs, In-game digital assets minted from the 3 Gaming platforms, Land Parcels
sales (as NFTs) from the Virtual Land Sales application and other assets from
the many immersive activities found within the various Curated, Branded, and
UGC Experiences being promoted within VistaVerse.
These massive numbers of NFTs within the Marketplace will be one of the key
usage drivers of $VVio utilization throughout the VistaVerse ecosystem, for
which the Marketplace derives a 3% to 5% sales commission and a percentage
of royalties from all NFT sales.

Experiences
The presence of shopping streets, fashion avenues, food corners, learning pods,
branded showcases, celebrity houses, festivals, and exhibitions, to name a few,
will generate different activities and events in either curated collaborative or
User Generated Content (UGC) formats. In these spaces, auctions of NFTs,
performances, ticket sales, merchandising, live streaming, premium content,
celebrity engagement, and more, will provide high traffic of $VVio, thus increasing this crypto utility thanks to high volume transactions.
The design of the mentioned three P2E Games will be crafted within the VistaVerse environment and will feature these experiences, enhancing visibility,
traffic, visitation, and utilization of $VVio. With VistaVerse's partners and celebrity
network, experiences will provide the best and most accessible platform for
showcasing and engaging with the massive fan base, where $VVio will be the
preferred in-metaverse currency of choice.
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MARKETING

Marketing
From the hand of a renowned Crypto Marketing Agency, the plans for VistaVerse
are very ambitious. The marketing team will run campaigns that will include
press, influencers, and social media ads, and the main goal will be to develop a
great community.
The budget for the campaigns will be high enough after the pre-launch stages
and we've made sure that the vesting is commensurate with the big plans we
have for a world-class strategy.
What sets us apart from other crypto projects is our accessibility to a massive
social community, via our partnerships with big celebrities and brand owners.
These will be critical to the growth of VistaVerse.
Celebrities will be able to have their own collections of NFTs that will be marketed
by the NFT marketplace and will have a real utility within the VistaVerse. They will
also be able to participate in or host events within the metaverse. That will
undoubtedly attract the attention of many of their loyal fans.
Thanks to the celebrities who are already part of VistaVerse, we currently have a
potential access to a universe of 25 million loyal fans.

Access to

25M
Followers
WHITEPAPER
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ROAD M AP

Road Map
PHASE 1: Q4 2021

• Whitepaper and Litepaper development.
• Websites, collaterals and technical development.
• Never builds for existing products
(Fantico and Land Sales Application) .
• Development of MVPs for P2E Games
• Pre-Hype, Investor outreach for Seed and
Private Sale.

PHASE 2: Q1 2022

• Private Sale and Investor Outreach ongoing.
• Investor Roadshow.
• Launch of Marketing and PR campaigns
• Vistaverse Launch, kicking off with Virtual
Land Sales in Mumbai and then Chennai
• Rollout of next stage of Partners and Celebrities
NFT campaigns on Fantico.io
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ROAD M AP

PHASE 3: Q2 2022

• Sequential launches of Marketing Campaigns
and PR Initiatives.
• Launch of LudoPoly game – Beta Version.

• Public Sale and Token Generation Event (TGE).
• Launch of Ongoing Virtual Land Sales for Delhi
and Hyderabad.

PHASE 4: Q3 2022

• Preparations to launch activities for Dubai
and Singapore.
Launch
of Travelland game – Beta Version.
•
• Platform Audit.
• Major Exchange(s) Listing.
• Rollout next phase of land sales with new
features and $Vvio integration.
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OUR TEAM
Leadership Team

Abhayanand Singh

Dhruv Saxena

Piiyush Singh

Andrew James Long

Group Chief Executive Officer, Vistas
Media Capital Pte. Ltd.
Co-Founder, Fantico.io and Vistas
Media Acquisition Company Inc.
Founder, Indie Muviz Pte. Ltd.
CEO, Pinnacle Fund Management Ltd.

Chief Strategy Officer, Vistas Media
Capital Pte. Ltd.
Product Management, Bain & Company.

Co-Founder/India Partner, Vistas Media
Capital Pte. Ltd.
General Manager, Vistas Media FZ LLC.

Managing Director, Future Media Vistas
Media Capital Pte. Ltd.
Partner, CryptoCrunch.Capital
Managing Director, Exchange
Relationships and Listings Block On
Capital.

Vinay Singh

Jaswinder Ahluwalia

Aashish Mall

Shonell Thakker

Co Founder, Diquery Digital LLP.
Technology Consultant, Singapore
South Asian International Film Festival
Head Of Information Technology, Indie
Muviz Pte. Ltd.

Vice President, Portfolio Management
Vistas Media Capital Pte. Ltd.
Analyst, Crédit Agricole Corporate and
Investment Bank.

Co-Founder & Director, Paperboat
Design Studios.
Co-Founder & Director, Occult VFX.

Co-founder and CEO, Diquery Digital
LLP.
Ambassador, TRIBE THEORY.

Chief Executive Officer

Chief Technology Officer

Chief Operations Officer

Product Owner

Chief Creative Officer

Head Design

Chief Marketing Officer

Head Social Media

Advisory Panel

Saurabh Gupta

Bruce Lu Yang

Ken Nizam

Co-Founder and Board Member, Vistas
Media Acquisition Company.
Founder and Managing Director, M!
Capital Ventures.

Co-founder and CTO, Morpheus Labs.
Former, Sr. Managing Consultant and
Lead Sr. Architect for IBM.

Co-founder & CEO, Two Monkey Juice
Bar NFT.
Co-founder & CEO, AsiaTokenFund.
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